DEFTeam Solutions
Enabling Organizations to Leverage BI and Analytics for a Competitive Edge

B solutions pose a number of challenges for organizations before it can be utilized to gain a competitive edge in the market. Creating the right data from myriad of distributed, scattered, un-structured and incomplete data and making them available at the right time is the key to developing effective and efficient BI solutions. Additionally, with most organizations today having a number of data sources, data integration has emerged as a major requirement.

With expertise over on-premise data modeling, data warehousing, ETL, reporting, dashboards, embedding BI solutions in customer applications, single sign-on integrations, BI security, analytics, self-service BI, data mashup and more, DEFTeam Solutions empowers businesses to hurdle through various challenges and jump-start their BI projects. With specialization in end-to-end open source as well as proprietary BI software solutions, DEFTeam brings in an extensive experience in delivering requirement specific BI solutions. DEFTeam offers “best-of-breed” tools to cater to the business requirements for BI and Analytics. The Hyderabad headquartered firm’s open source expertise revolves closely with TIBCO Spotfire, Microsoft PowerBI, and SAS Visual Analytics and are adding more tools to their offerings based on their tool-agnostic approach. Responding to the issues organizations encounter with self-service BI, DEFTeam has strategically designed a systematic approach which commences with a clear definition of the bottlenecks. Relevant data sources are defined, collected and checked for their feasibility. The data is thereafter cleansed for being consumed by the end user applications followed by the development of data related stories etc. Need-based end users are also trained in data cleansing, choosing the right charts and using the advanced analytics.

With specialization in end-to-end open source as well as proprietary BI software solutions, DEFTeam brings in an extensive experience in delivering requirement specific BI solutions.